Freshmen Frolic
To Be Gayly Dance

Committee Working on Programs
Decorations, for Annual Informal Saturday.

Gymnastics decorations will make the freshmen Frolic, to take place Sat-urday, May 4th, gay and colorful. This is the opening event of the year, and excitement will be evident in every feature of the program. The committee in charge of the decorations is working zealously to make the Frolic one of the most successful of the year.

Tickets are now on sale at prices of one dollar.

Programs and refreshments will be in accordance with the theme of decorations. The program for the first half of the evening is scheduled to begin at 7:30, and will be carried on through these offices will ni-ssh in the spectators with plenty of entertainment. These offices will cover con-"Jensen.

The last quarter Phyology I students were divided into two groups of 24 members and the 23 others as to the purpose of securing a little more space on the blackboard so the larger class in regard to effect of scholarship exam to relieve the pressure of the students in the larger class, most generally in favor of the small class.

Last quarter Phyology I students were divided into two groups of 24 members and the 23 others to relieve the pressure of the scholarship exam to relieve the pressure of the students in the larger class, most generally in favor of the small class.

The students were innocent of the division that was made and of the experiment. The material and method of the test were not the same. Vera Lewis won two sets by ten and had the same average as the other women in the large class. The last was an exciting game and the two players were equal. The last was an exciting game and the two players were equal.

PORTERS OFFICES
MOVED TO LIBRARY

Mr. Howard Porter, executive secre-tary, moved into new offices on the first floor of the Library last week. These offices will serve con-siderably fine space since a great deal of dissipation is involved in the office work to be done under his direction. Since the offices will be large and commodious, they will be carried on through these offices will ni-ssh in the spectators with plenty of entertainment. These offices will cover con-"Jensen.
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SOPHIS ALUMNI TOO. About around the Campus many times one may hear the saying, "It won't hurt to move now." Are the Sophomores high school of the W. S. N. 37? Consider that for many folks graduation from this school PROBABLY means the end of school education. Of course we're all anxious to get home and see the "old crowd" again, but just as anxious as we are the alumni who are coming back for Alumni Day, Saturday, May 28. Let's show the old grads that the strong spirit of the W. S. N. S. cruiser has truly prospered under our guidance on this their very own day.

Mothers' Day is once more passed. For the large majority of us, a few more days will bring us to our mothers. Do we value them more highly when we are away? Mother was far away on the day set aside for her but we prove that we thought of her when we got home. Won't ye?

W. S. N. ENTERTAINS VALLEY SENIORS

(Continued From Page One)

party proceeded to the track field where the Yakima Valley Track Meet was held. Following dinner was served in Sue Lombard, where the winners of the track events were given awards for their respective wins and presents. Outside of the track meet the main event of the program was the dance held in the gym. Starting at 7.30 and continuing until 10.30 the guests enjoyed one of the most successful dances of the season. This was a combination of the reception for the High school students and the Freshmen dance to raise money for the football awards.

For example in every detail the decorations consisted of evergreen boughs, Japanese lanterns and streamers, the trash transformed the gym into one of the most colorful and elaborate scenes of the occasion.

The Bleistift orchestra furnished music for the event.

The Nifty Shop

Should be remembered by all first class service

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

Everything Sanitary
Expert Workman Only
Also First Class work in "H. I. N. S." to
DICK ROSS, Prop.

Look! Look!! Look!

Give 'em the gifts that last first! If you see good enough to see, you'll see better after seeing us.—C?

J. W. CUMMINS

Jeweler

SALAD CALETS

Enjoy Work

With mixed emotions of anticipa-
tion, fear and pleasure the pro-
gen group of Salal cadders entered upon their graduation. Gradually these emotions have been stabilized until the attitude toward the "great adven-
ture" is now one of keen interest and enjoyment.

Many different projects are being worked out by the caddies at Salal. Cera Brown, who teaches at Salal Heights with Mrs. Goodwin, has been working on "safety," in a properly managed community has been con-
trolled with those in which health and safety standards are maintained. The children have worked out their own program and in a dramatization which will be given at first the Junior Grange and then the Senior Grange hall.

Mabel Thompson is working at Pleasant Hill, under Miss Bradshaw. She is responsible for a reading group besides other general class work. The Pleasant Hill school will unite with Selah Heights in the com-

At the Extension school Katherine P. Doe is working with the first grade. First project. The children have made and discussed health and safety rules with those as a beginning, built up their sand table.

Locating P. Doe is working with Miss Daley in the fourth and fifth grades at Extension, and has charge of silent reading, spelling and health work.

At the Unit school a very entertain-
ing program of folk songs and dances has been worked out to show the year's work in plays and games. The proceeds of the program will be used for purchasing playground apparatus for the Unit grounds.

The dances and folk songs of vari-
ous nations were accompanied by music, and in the manner in which the children handled the different folk steps was particularly pleasing. The dancing and physical training work was introduced at the Unit Building this year by Miss Clark, Hattie Wink-
er, Margaret Brown and May Quim have been working on this.

Miss Schmidt, Mrs. Allen and Mrs.
Wynn will put on a operetta en-
titled "Three Bears." The music is delightful and the songs wrought with a
touch of humor.

Lena McLaughlin is working in Miss Schmidt's room.

Edith Allison and Mrs. Allen have a combination health and citizenship class in the third and fourth grades. The children are striving to reach cer-

tains health and citizenship standards which they will be

Mrs. Stremme, working with the fifth and sixth grades, is doing work in remudal music and reading. She teaches regular work in spelling, arithmetic and history.

Edith Kold and Miss Stabler have charge of the sixth grade. Of unique interest is the remedial music class that Miss Kold is working with. Miss Gardner, Miss Rote and Miss Collins with Miss Rock are working in the seventh grade room.

The work in methods supervised by Miss Hebele has been very useful in the teaching work. Discussion and demonstration of various lesson types have been helpful and the teacher students have attempted to carry out these various types of lessons in their work and then have discussed re-

sults. Specific problems suggested by various students have been discus-
sed and organized.

Upper grade children of the Central building have been the center of playground attention for the past two weeks. This combination has been organized by Miss Hebele and Mrs. Johnson. Mixed and straight doubles have been played. These are to be followed by boys' and girls' doubles. In addition to this there has been a very prominent throughout the tournament. In spite of the hardi-
good work the children's speed and technique would surprise some of our Normal tennis enthusiasts.

ANNOUNCEMENT

CHANGE OF LOCATION TO PEARL ST.

New shipment of Ladies' Holeproof Hosiery in all newest Paris shades. Twenty shades in all.

All Silk Boot at
$1.00 $1.35 $1.50 $1.65 $1.95
Silk all the way up in both service weight and Chiffon $1.95
A new long hose for short dresses.

FARRELL'S ON PEARL STREET

—More Style —More Dash —More Snap

You can't help observing the added zip in clothes that have received the magic touch of the dry-cleaner's artful hands. Neatness is personified and the becoming style of any garment stands out with more pleasing effect when it has had our expert attention.

In this work of attaining perfection in the appearance of your clothes, we employ methods approved by the leading cleaners in the United States. And you may be sure that we apply them correctly.

WE KNOW HOW!

K. E. Pantorium Cleaners

Kittitas County's Largest and Most Completely Equipped Cleaning Plant

206 East Sixth Street

Phone Main 192
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A TOUCHING LITTLE "POME"

By L. E. A. Gaol

Prep speech in Ellensburg Normal
Have received a terrible blow;
With shortened skirts and chic bobbed 
Hat of the track meet the main event of the program was the dance held in the gym. Starting at 7:30 and continuing until 10:30 the guests enjoyed one of the most successful dances of the season. This was a combination of the reception for the High school students and the Freshmen dance to raise money for the football awards.

The decorations consisted of evergreen boughs, Japanese lanterns and streamers, the trash transformed the gym into one of the most colorful and elaborate scenes of the occasion.

The Bleistift orchestra furnished music for the event.

The Nifty Shop

Should be remembered by all

FIRST CLASS SERVICE

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

Everything Sanitary
Expert Workman Only
Also First Class work in "H. I. N. S." to
DICK ROSS, Prop.

Look! Look!! Look!

Give 'em the gifts that last first!

If you see good enough to see, you'll see better after seeing us.—C?

J. W. CUMMINS

Jeweler

FORSKIN'S

Nuns WALK IT OFF!

The fifth annual children's concert will be given Friday evening, May 13, at 7:30 o'clock in the Normal school auditorium.

The program consists of songs, choruses, instrumental solos, dances and selections by kindergarten and third grade bands.

Neil Fisher from the Chimacum school of Fine Arts in Seattle will pre-
note solo dances.

The concert is sponsored by the Kappa Pi club. The program is giv-

The fifty children of the Central building have been the center of playground attention for the past two weeks. This combination has been organized by Miss Hebele and Mrs. Johnson. Mixed and straight doubles have been played. These are to be followed by boys' and girls' doubles. In addition to this there has been a very prominent throughout the tournament. In spite of the hardi-

As a means of rounding out their work, the caddies are taking a complete charge of their rooms for one day during the last week of their teaching term.—(Contributed by Lena McLaughlin, caddet teacher)

KAPPA PI CHILDREN'S CONCERT FRIDAY

5:30-8:00 P.M.

At 7:30-9:00 o'clock in the Normal school auditorium.

The program consists of songs, choruses, instrumental solos, dances and selections by kindergarten and third grade bands.

Neil Fisher from the Chimacum school of Fine Arts in Seattle will pre-
note solo dances.

The concert is sponsored by the Kappa Pi club. The program is giv-

 bard work the children's speed and technique would surprise some of our Normal tennis enthusiasts.

As a means of rounding out their work, the caddies are taking a complete charge of their rooms for one day during the last week of their teaching term.—(Contributed by Lena McLaughlin, caddet teacher)
Peggy Horderlin went to her home in Walla Walla for the week-end.

Agnes Steinback and Constance Kian went to Yakima for the week-end.

Helen Frazier and Lucille Shellbarger went to Walla Walla to visit the week-end.

Mary Thompson and Rose Bauer went the week-end at their homes in Tacoma.

Elmer Folksambee visited her home in Zillah.

Mary Short went to Toppenish for the week-end.

Dorothy Cudd spent the week-end at her home in Ellensburg.

Flora Brown went to her home in Eureka to spend the week-end.

H. C. Fish spent last week-end in Seattle visiting with his son, who is attending the U. of W.

The 1927 Kinnikinicks are out and reading, poisoning the vitamines, contributed by Nick Lasocco, accompanied the Wednesday night meeting at Pullman perhaps or—of certainly, Campus Day

After long hours spent in arduous grooming of campus and athletic field the pounds "hired men" assembled in the "plaza" between Sus and Kamloops Halls to participate in the first contest of the day, the open championship ship, "Grab Rush," following a great deal of "take and put on" the part of everyone concerned the coffee cup was awarded impartially to everyone not disqualified by the use of milk.

A well appreciated program, heralded by Nick Lasocco, accompanied the gathering of the vitamines, contribut ed by Ed Goffe, shinging in "The Garden of Tomorrow," Helen Conrad, reading, "The First Call on the Ranch," and an "Interpretation of Barcelona" with Jeanette Sloan and Marly Padgett.

Sports contests between Freshmen and Sophomores were the order of the afternoon, the Sophomores asserting themselves forcefully by amassing the tall end of the 76 to 31 score in the following manner:

Baseball—Freshmen, 15; Sophomores, 0.

Line Football—Freshmen, 5; Sophomores, 0.

Archery—Sophomores, 5.

Cage Ball—Sophomores, 10.


Jump—1st, Freshman, (Mary Jensen), 5; 2nd, Sophomore, (Amy Baldwin), 5; 3rd, Sophomore, (Mary Kerby), 1.

Horse Race—Sophomores, (Amy Baldwin and Mary Wernicki), 5.

High Jump—Sophomores—(Nadina Woles), 9.

Tennis Court—Freshman, (Berrie Swanson), 9.

Tennis Singles—Sophomores, (Vera Lewis), 9.

Tennis Doubles—Sophomores, (Holstrom and Newcomer), 15.

Total—Freshman, 32; Sophomore, 76; Men's Events.

Athletic

and

Sporting Goods!

RAMSY ADWHE CO.

R. B. WILSON CO. Established 1892—EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR MUNSINGWEAR RUBY RING HOSK€ WAYNE KNIT HOSE ORANGE CITY BLANKETS PICTORIAL REVIEW PATTERNS The Store Where Quality Counts

Helen's Beauty Shop

708 N. Pearl

Marcelling, Manicure, Shoo Polishing

FREEMAKE To Normal Students

Open Evenings by Appointment

MAIN 128

Hair Bobbing, Shaving, Hair Cutting

OWL BATHS

East Third Street

Tennis Singles—Weber (Soph), 8-4; 6-4, Woods (Fresh).

Tennis Singles—McVeigh (Soph); Owens (Fresh), 6-4, 6-2.

Tennis Singles—Sevy (Soph), 6-4, 6-2, Overstreet (Fresh).

Tennis Doubles—McDonald and Sevy (Soph), 6-2, 6-3. Overstreet and Woods (Fresh).

Scarcity of Men's Truck events is rather noticeable, "due to lack of opposition," say the Freshmen.

Open at 8:00 and 10:30 in the evening, thoroughly completed the day and added the finishing to a universal "well-earned weariness."

Cigars

Tobaccos

E. Belch & Sons Wholesale Distributors—of—General Merchandise

Candy

Groceries

A Good Place to Bank

WASHINGTON NATIONAL BANK

The Smoke House

POCKET and ENGLISH BILLIARDS

All Popular Magazines

A Gentleman's Place for Leisure Time
GLEN HUGHES GIVES LECTURES

"The Changing Epoch of American Drama" was discussed by Glenn Hughes, assistant professor of English and Dramatic Art at the University of Washington, to an interested group of students Wednesday morning. This was his opening lecture to the normal students and it was well received.

America has developed a healthy, natural drama which presents typical American problems and has its own color. The entire history of the American drama is included in the life of David Belasco, noted playwright and eminent producer.

Mr. Hughes, in his first lecture before the general assembly, discussed "The Evolution of the Theatre." His talk was begun on Wednesday. The lecture was illustrated with slides.

In the theatre of the Japanese and Chinese realism does not play a large part. Conventions and symbolism are used effectively and are more artistic than effective, realistic renderings.

The Greek theatre was religious in its origins and through its development retained some religious traits. The Greek idea of drama was simplicity and dignity combined with beauty.

With the construction of the Roman the Greek drama was overwhelmed by Roman love for display.

At 11:00 on Thursday Mr. Hughes talked to a group of Creative Art students in the gymnasium room. He had an especial interest in creative work and he earned his degree by doing bit of creative work; a volume of poems.

The Greek simplicity is returning to modern scenes and settings.

Gordon Craig, one of the famous actresses, Ellen Terry, is one of the foremost designers of modern settings.

The two best well-known types of modern stage theatre are the "sliding and sticking" stage and the "revolving" type. Both require intricate mechanism for control.

The "roll" of drama in Japan was explained by Mr. Hughes. It is an extrA-ordinary form of Japanese drama which is presented to highly educated people. It contains allusions to Chinese poetry which only the intellectual can understand.

In his final talk to the students Mr. Hughes gave a brief resume of the life and works of Eugene O'Neill. In his youth, Eugene O'Neill traveled much. This experience was very beneficial for his career as a playwright.

Mentioned as his better known plays are "Three," "The Long Voyage," which are one-act plays and "Broken Joules," "Anna Christie," and "The Thirsty Ape."

Now we have the largest stock of Tires in Kittitas County.

Our Prices Are Right

WALLACE JOHNSON MOTOR Co.
DOUG DEIDGER

MAC'S LUNCH

Come in and see our new shipment of...

Silk Graduation, Sport and Party Dresses

Betty Beauty Shoppe

All kinds of Expert beauty work.

THREE OPERATORS AT YOUR SERVICE

Betty Brumbaugh, Alice Vaughn, Edna Cooke Piece

Free Beweaves to Students

Agreed for May Holland, Product

Phone 41 92

ELLENSBURG CANDY KITCHEN

Fresh Candy Every Day
JOIN ANT0N, Prop., Next to Colonial Theatre

Ellensburg Royal Barber Shop

519 Main Street
Bathing Latest Styles
All tools sterilized

ELLENSBURG HARDWARE CO.

CHOOSE HYAKEM STAFF NOW.

During the two years experience that I have had working on the Hyakem I have had one thing brought home to me in such a way, that it seems very important to the future success of our school annual that a certain change be made in regards to the election of the editor-in-chief and his staff, also the three managers, especially the advertising manager.

It seems to me that if we could elect the more important members of the staff and the advertising manager before the Fall and Winter quarter, these people would have a better chance to get familiar with their accounts for the Fall and Winter quarter. They would have a better chance to get familiar with the advertising manager, he loses money out of the advertising space on account of the fact that most of the larger firms make their budgets for the coming year during the Fall and when our advertising manager hits them for business along in December or January he is in most cases "just out of luck," that's all. In this matter of the advertising manager I speak from experience — last year I was the advertising man and this year I observed the game as business manager. As the advertising is an important item in the financing of the Hyakem it is very important that the person who is to manage this part of the work should have an early start. (It has meant just exactly $1.50 for each copy these two years, your Hyakem would have cost you about $4.00 each instead of $2.50 each (if it wasn't for the advertising). Athletic pictures and write-ups, campus-life stories, society pictures, etc., everything has its beginning with the first day of the Fall quarter and those who are to be held responsible for the various sections in the Hyakem should be given the opportunity to get their work started when the first bell is rung in September.

To accomplish the election of the editor and his staff and the business managers it will be necessary to have an amendment made to our A. S. B. constitution. As the advertisement manager now stands these individuals are to be elected and inaugurated shortly after the last day of the Fall quarter. (It generally takes place about two months after the quarter has started. I think it is about the only really good, valuable months lost). I would propose that this be changed to the fact that as many as possible of the more important offices be filled before the close of the Spring quarter. It will have to be agreed to by all that it would be impossible and impractical to elect all members of the staff during the Spring quarter as there will always be good material coming in in the Fall quarter and they should have an opportunity of working on the staff to get acquainted with the lay of the land, and then in their second year they will be able to take the places of those graduating, and in this way no hitch in the smooth execution of the Hyakem work will be possible.

Last year our Hyakem rated high, this year the prospects are that it will rate higher, and it is the desire of all good Hyakem students that next year's Hyakem will go still higher in the estimation of the judges, at least hopefully hold its position against the competition of the other institutions throughout these United States. I respectfully submit this proposal to you for your sincere consideration.

TENNIS BALLS and RACQUETS

Baseball Equipment
Balls, Gloves, Macks, Bats, Celebr-
ners Mts., and 1st Base Mts.
LOOK US OVER
ELLENSBURG HARDWARE CO.